Courtney Topic Planner

Term 2 – Year 5

English
Mr Tyne, our trainee teacher, will be reading our
class text: The Boy at the Back of the Class
by Onjali Q. Raúf
Narrative
This term the children will be reading and writing
their own ‘becoming’ tale. The children will be
focusing on fronted adverbials, speech, the varied
use of adverbs and using these skills for effect.
Non-fiction
We will be linking back to our narrative and
researching current events such as refugees and
immigration.

Maths

Science

In Maths this term the children will be able to:






Add and subtract numbers of more than 4
digits with exchanging
Multiply and divide numbers of more than 4
digits
Understanding remainders in division
Understand multi-step problems and how to
solve them using RUCSAC
Begin to develop our understanding of
fractions

Our focus is: Properties and changes
of Materials
Over the next term, we will finish:
Compare and group together everyday
materials.
Give reasons based on comparative testing
-

Know why some materials dissolve and form into
a liquid solution.

Poetry
TBC
Topic
This term out topic question is
‘What did the Victorians do for
us?’.
During this part of out topic we
will be exploring Victorian life and
industries and how they helped
develop life now.

Computing
We will be recapping how to
keep ourselves safe whilst on the
internet. We will be developing
our typing skills and using this to
help us research in other subject
areas. We will also be looking at
different types of technology.

RE
Our key question will be ‘If
God is everywhere, why go to
a place of worship?

Art and textiles
We will continue looking at
Caroline Saxby who is a textile
artist inspired by the sea. We will
finally be creating a piece of
mixed media.

PE

PE will continue on a
Crown Value
Wednesday with Miss Britt.
We respect the rights of others Music
through understanding
We are practicing for Christmas!
Year 5 will continue swimming
similarities and differences.
We will be learning lots of songs in
on a Friday until the end of
preparation.
term. Please ensure your child
brings there swimming kit and
PHSE
Latin
Jigsaw topic: Celebrating
Mrs Owereh will be teaching Latin wear their PE kit to school
every Friday.
to our class from the syllabus
Difference
Minimus. They will also be learning
We will be discussing and
a Latin Christmas carol.
reflecting on what makes us
all unique and different and
Nutrire. Inspirare. Florebit.
how we celebrate that.

